
DAY 14 – PROCESS 

Read today’s process first, then watch the video to practice, then once you’re familiar with 

the sequence and want to practice it from start to end without watching, put in ear pieces 

and practice with the audio. 

Leave using the audio till you’re familiar with the day’s whole process as you’ll find it slightly 

different in sequence – this an example of circularity and promoting not being rigid about your 

rituals. 

  

Dispelling misplaced intention 

Look at the outcomes you want – stay in the back – don’t draw forwards. 

Examine which of the outcomes you want or think you want are actually what you want now or 

just outcomes you feel obliged to keep wanting. 

Examine which outcomes you want in order to prove something – to fit in 

Leaning slightly forwards now reach down as if to pick up a heavy weight of dead mass. 

See it there in front of you like a big ball and chain you’ve been dragging around – all the things 

you thought you wanted to achieve, possess and experience that were to elicit any reaction in 

others aside from helping them feel more beautiful, and sound by your doings and havings, all 

the things you’ve been feeling obliged to keep wanting even though you don’t actually want 

them anymore, and certainly don’t need them, all that dead weight of achieving to prove yourself 

– and using all your power but with only 4 ounces, pick that mass up in your two hands, 

straightening your back from the hips as you do, draw it slightly in towards your solar plexus, 

then up above your head to gather force, and with all your might, with 100% of your full 

presence brought to bear on the action, throw that dead mass into the further reaches of infinity 

and let it there remain to be dissolved and neutralized – let it go. 

Listen to Audio 12 only when you are ready to practice and have familiarised yourself with 

the process in today’s video. 


